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This guidebook was composed to help assist the Multifamily and Mixed-Use 
industry with marketing and design practices that have proven successful 
within the industry. Using advanced concepts and research in the field 
of  neuroscience, the hospitality industry has always been at the helm, 
understanding the value and return on creating customer experiences.  
Recently, the multifamily housing industry has seen similarities in the services 
and designs that have been historically practiced within the hospitality 
industry. Combining the industry practices with the field of  neuroscience has 
allowed marketing and design agencies to expand their understanding about 
human behaviors and habits in a current market.

When you are selling a creative concept, everything doesn’t have to be a 
WOW wall idea.  Creativity is not always synonymous with effectiveness since 
an emotional side of  a design may be more critical to a product’s success than 
its practical elements. It is better to understand how your message will be 
perceived. How will your end-user interact with your message? Telling a story 
is the best way to get your end-user engaged in your product/message/design. 
You don’t need to write a lengthy story, but develop the visual and contextual 
information so that it resonates emotionally with your end-user.

An early example of  experience-based marketing and design comes from the 
Betty Crocker Company who introduced its ready-made-cake with a “just add 
water” concept to make life easier in the 1950s.  Unfortunately, the product 
failed when it first hit the supermarket shelves. A study conducted by market 
researchers found that “The customer felt no sense of  accomplishment, 
no involvement with the product. It made her feel useless, especially if  
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somewhere her aproned mom was still whipping up cakes from scratch” 
(Donald A. Norman, Emotional Design). The solution to the problem was 
simple - have the cook add an egg to the mix and “thereby putting pride back 
into the activity.”  The Betty Crocker Company took the time to figure out the 
psychology of  their consumer and adapted their approach to meet their needs 
of  saving time in the kitchen but also allowing for the home cook to feel more 
ownership of  the final creation.

This book is intended to bridge the traditional practices of  marketing and 
design with a greater understanding of  ways to better connect with your 
audience in a modern world. 
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CHAPTER ONE

FOCUS

This chapter will focus on understanding and creating a Customer Experience service by 
using the hospitality industry as an example.  The chapter will explore various touchpoints 
from service to brand identity and design elements and how they work collaboratively to create 
an overall end-user experience. 
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HOW THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY CREATES 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

It’s the end of  my work day and I’m ready to walk out the door when the 
phone rings. It’s the executive chef  at the Conrad Hotel Indianapolis asking 
me to please come down and select the perfect salt and pepper shakers for the 
restaurant.  Earlier that afternoon, I had met with a group of  sound architects 
finalizing the appropriate music for the lobby of  the hotel.  This scenario is a 
typical day designing experiences for the hospitality industry. The hospitality 
market is one of  the first to not only benefit from the return of  strengthening 
customer experiences but to also master the techniques by creating high-level 
sensory brands with personalized service. Over the years, they have survived 
and thrived by creating memorable experiences for a diversified group of  
people celebrating weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, entertaining business 
groups, and hosting conferences from all over the world.

The hospitality industry remains consistently devoted to hacking into the 
minds of  their audience to better understand what motivates them.  They 
truly understand the key to growing their businesses is finding ways to 
better serve guests. It is imperative to the hospitality industry they not only 
understand what their customers want, but they anticipate and design what 
type of  experiences their customers expect. This understanding cannot be 
obtained by conducting surveys or focus groups because “what people say on 
surveys and in focus groups does not reliably affect how they behave.” (Martin 
Lindstrom, Buyology)

Abundance has brought beautiful things to our lives, but that bevy of  material 
goods has not necessarily made us much happier.  The paradox of  prosperity 
is that while living standards have risen steadily decade after decade, personal, 
family, and life satisfaction haven’t budged.  That’s why more people - 
liberated by prosperity but not fulfilled by it - are resolving the paradox by 
searching for meaning.  (A Whole New Mind pg. 35)
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CREATING AND IMPROVING THE CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE THROUGH BRAND IDENTITY, CURB 
APPEAL, TECHNOLOGY AND AMENITIES

Our current modern world exposes people to more diversity and changes 
how they interact and live their lives. Today, it is more likely for a doctor 
and a graduate student to have similar lifestyle tastes such as biking, being 
environmentally conscious, supporting local retailers and restaurants, having 
similar music interests, and engaging in complementary group friendships.  
The hospitality industry has been researching and catering to ever-evolving 
cultural trends and consumer tastes, and their process is one that the 
multifamily housing and mixed use space development could benefit from 
adopting.  Luxury good brands are beginning to look into other industries, 
such as hospitality and technology, for insight on how to improve their brands 
through personalizing service, providing concierge-level customer experiences, 
and creating more touch points and user experiences using technology (apps, 
social media, etc.)  Generating more revenue by creating better customer 
experiences has been the key to growth and success for most of  the hospitality 
industry. Further research in the field of  neuroscience and neuromarketing 
continues to change what we know about traditional marketing methods. 

The hospitality industry has had an intuitive understanding about the 
Consumer Journey (discussed more in chapter X) and ways to appropriately 
connect with their guests with the focus being on creating brand advocacy, 
which is highly correlated with brand loyalty.  So, how do they do it and what 
can be learned by the process?

The key is creating a positive customer experience leading to brand loyalty.  
One of  my colleagues used to work at a luxury brand department store where 
they kept “black books” on their customer’s special interests.  The department 
store was a lingerie retailer and there would be occasions where gentlemen 
would buy two separate sets of  lingerie; one for the wife and another for 
the mistress.  The salesperson would place a color-coded note on the boxes 
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noting the sizes of  each. Sometimes ladies would come into shop and make 
purchases that needed to be placed in nondescript brown grocery sacks 
(which the store obliged, despite not having their logo visible) so the ladies 
returning home would not be criticized for their purchase. Both luxury brand 
companies and the hospitality industry understand when to use discretion and 
anticipate client’s unspoken needs, thus creating brand loyalty. 

DEFINING THE POINT-OF-SERVICE

Multifamily housing needs to move beyond providing features, amenities, 
and programs for prospective tenants and start defining personalized quality 
experiences from the first contact with the brand with the intentions of  
creating brand advocates. Shifting from being a place that rents apartments 
with special features to an organization that provides a positive lifestyle 
experience for their patrons and guests.  This practice requires becoming an 
expert at knowing your customer’s intentions and interests because it only 
takes a few slip ups to lose a valued customer.  According to a four-year study 
conducted by BIGresearch, an Ohio-based market intelligence firm:

• 17 percent of  customers will leave after just one service mistake
• 40 percent will not return after two bad service experiences
• 28 percent pull out after three terrible experiences

That’s 85 percent of  your customer base leaving after having one to three 
less-than-stellar experiences.  Add to that disappointed customers typically 
tell 7-15 other people about their experience, and that’s a recipe for disaster.  
Service and customer satisfaction matters. Organizations that are struggling 
to deliver intriguing guest encounters need to create a positive relationship 
derived from engagement-enabled apps, personalization, and quality 
experiences.  Elite organizations and brands continually seek to exceed 
expectations. Developing comprehensive databases and analyzing service 
feedback, they are able todetermine successful trends, where service falls, and 
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where to improve. This analysis allows them to forecast future trends.  Using 
technology to recognize overall trends (good and bad), they have consolidated 
information to evaluate all guest encounters and they are able to deliver 
unique and tailored experiences.

TECHNOLOGY IN HOSPITALITY (AND WHAT WE 
CAN USE)

The hospitality industry is constantly beta testing new technology in an effort 
to get a jump on learning about and improving guest experiences and getting 
a competitive edge on their competition.  What can the multifamily and 
mixed use industry borrow from hospitality and translate for use? 

• Built-in technology amenities
• Automatically built in (physically and price) WIFI and cable options
• Digital conference facilities (office use for WAH types, conference with 
family on digital calls, etc.)

• Automation
•Security
• Entry access (parking, lobby, unit)
• Online payment

• Communication (electronic, web, app-based) 
• With management
• With other tenants
• Social media (review sites for prospective tenants)

• Reservations
• Common spaces
• Car sharing
• “lending library” of  computer equipment, bikes, etc. to rent for a fee
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• À la carte services (on site, on demand)
• Valet/delivery (help bringing groceries in)
• Cleaning (employed by site, vetted by management).  Could be an 
added fee per month or a per use charge.
• Handyman (hanging curtains, hanging art, help putting together an 
IKEA shelf, etc.)
• Event planning for site

• Energy use and sustainability
• Smart appliances
• All tenants can benefit 

• Could offer discounts for tenants that adopt energy-efficient utility 
use and join sustainability efforts (recycling, other programs)

By integrating all these systems, data can be collected on usage and 
preferences and can then predict future needs, find financial trends, and make 
better decisions, for tenants, management, and property owners.
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